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Huw Stephens: 'There are no
limits to where Welsh language
music can go'
The broadcaster’s new documentary surveys the last
50 years of Welsh language music and highlights its
bright future
Ammar Kalia Last modified on Wed 7 Nov 2018 09.41 EST

Huw Stephens, with his anorak, in the Welsh countryside. Photograph: courtesy Huw Stephens

The Welsh language is beautiful, alive and spoken. It may not be used by
everyone, but there are well over 500,000 people who speak it in Wales. Our
music, meanwhile, is an important way to remind people around the world
that it exists.

I decided to make a road-trip around Wales to document this scene. Three
years ago, director Gruff Davies and I set out, with no funding, to take a

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/ammar-kalia
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/dec/18/wales-launches-strategy-to-double-number-of-welsh-speakers-by-2050
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snapshot of musicians on Wales’s artistic fringes. Our documentary, Anorac,
is a celebration of the language and of the work people have done to maintain
its relevance. You have lifers, like John Peel favourites Meic Stevens and
Datblygu, who have only ever sung in Welsh. Anorac is a testament to the fact
that they’re still here, and a tribute to the people making music now, such as
Gwenno and the Bajan-Welsh singer Kizzy Crawford.

It’s intriguing that there is a language in Britain that is spoken by so many but
that most people won’t understand. There used to be a snobbery about it.
When Super Furry Animals released the album Mwng, in 2000 – which is
still the best-selling Welsh-language album – puritans were angry that they
had also released songs in English. But those days are well and truly over.
There are stories of people who learned to speak Welsh because of Mwng, but
you don’t need to speak Welsh to enjoy these songs.

https://www.theguardian.com/cardiff/2010/apr/14/meic-stevens-gwdihw-bar
https://www.theguardian.com/music/super-furry-animals
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Watch the trailer for Anorac on Vimeo

I’m from a Welsh-speaking family. My parents would play records by people
such as protest singer Dafydd Iwan and Bryn Fon, who are still popular
across Wales. As I got older, I discovered alternative bands like Big Leaves
and Welsh-language hip-hop. There was a group called Tystion who I’d hear
on John Peel’s show and see play in Cardiff. They made me realise Welsh-
language music could be whatever it wanted to be. It is important that we
don’t see Welsh-language music as a genre because it’s not – just as French or
Icelandic music isn’t.

It’s been 50 years since Y Blew released the first Welsh-language rock record,
in the same year the Beatles released Sgt Pepper’s. Since then, there have
been periods of decline, but there is a tightknit scene in Wales, so bands who

https://vimeo.com/291563499
https://www.theguardian.com/music/johnpeel
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/wales
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sing in Welsh and English gig and collaborate together. In the film, we show
that the music has no boundaries; as long as it is wonderful, there are no
limits to where Welsh-language music can go. There’s no “us’ and ‘them”
when it comes to language. You don’t have to sing in Welsh to be a Welsh
band.

For as long as I remember, the Welsh-language music scene has been healthy.
What you have in Wales is space for musicians to develop their craft without
being in a bubble or having the financial pressures like London. And we’re
going through a golden period. There is Gwenno, whose first album, Y Dydd
Olaf, is sung entirely in Welsh and was critically acclaimed the world over.
Bands such as Joy Formidable, meanwhile, sing in Welsh and have just
toured the US with the Foo Fighters. The public is becoming more aware of
the music: if it’s good, it will travel.

Super Furry Animals perform in 2016 at Festival No 6 in Portmeirion, Wales. Photograph: Richard Johnson

Making Anorac was a labour of love. The musicians trusted us to tell their
story, and the response has been overwhelmingly positive. People have
realised the language is making a real cultural difference, despite English
being so omnipresent. One of the central questions in the film is: “Wouldn’t it

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2015/sep/08/gwenno-welsh-languag-protest-album
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/mar/24/the-joy-formidable-hitch-review-driving-indie-rock-born-of-heartbreak
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be easier if everybody sang in English?” The answer lies in the music, since all
of these young artists want to sing in Welsh and they have an audience who
want to listen to them.

I’ll always love Welsh-language music, and I’m optimistic about its future.
The creativity and the infrastructure to support that creativity is getting
stronger all the time in Wales. There’s a real appetite here to support our
musicians in both English and Welsh, and it’s an exciting period for young
bandsbecause it’s a level playing field. We want this film to travel around the
world because, although we’re a small country, we’re very proud of our music.
We are the “Land of Song”, after all.

Anorac is screening at the Doc’n Roll festival at the Barbican, London, on
8 November.

Since you’re here …

… we have a small favour to ask. More people are reading The Guardian’s
independent, investigative journalism than ever but advertising revenues
across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations, we
haven’t put up a paywall – we want to keep our reporting as open as we can.
So you can see why we need to ask for your help.

The Guardian is editorially independent, meaning we set our own agenda.
Our journalism is free from commercial bias and not influenced by billionaire
owners, politicians or shareholders. No one edits our editor. No one steers
our opinion. This is important because it enables us to give a voice to the
voiceless, challenge the powerful and hold them to account. It’s what makes
us different to so many others in the media, at a time when factual, honest
reporting is critical.

If everyone who reads our reporting, who likes it, helps to support it, our

https://www.docnrollfestival.com/films/anorac/
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future would be much more secure. For as little as $1, you can support
the Guardian – and it only takes a minute. Thank you.


